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Al~traet--In this paper, a new Lagrangian function is reported which is particularly suited for large-scale 
nonconvex optimization problems with separable structure. Our modification convexities the standard 
Lagrangian function without destroying its separable structure so that the primal~lual decomposition 
technique can be applied even to nonconvex optimization problems. Furthermore, the proposed 
Lagrangian results in two levels of iterative optimization as compared with the three levels needed for 
techniques recently proposed for nonconvex primal-dual decomposition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a large-scale optimization problem of the form 
min {f(x)Ig(x) = 0}, (1) 
where f :  Rn~R and g: R"~Rm(m <n)  are given functions and are not necessarily convex. 
Large-scale optimization problems often have the following separable structure: 
N N 




x =(¢1 . . . . .  ~N), f :  •k,_.,R ' g,: Rk'--*~ '~ and ~, ki=n. 
i=1 
Therefore, it is of interest o study this special class of problems. 
We assume that a local optimal solution x* of problem (1) satisfies the standard second-order 
sufficient condition (see Luenberger [1] or see Assumption 2 in Section 2) for local optimum. If, 
in addition, x* satisfies a certain local convexity assumption, then one may attempt to apply the 
primal-dual method which exploits the separable structure (see, for example, Luenberger [1, Chap. 
13]). The solution x* is said to satisfy the local convexity assumption if the Lagrangian l(x,y) is 
locally convex in x at (x*, y*), where the Lagrangian l:lI~" x R '~ R is defined by 
l(x, y) =f(x)  + yX g(x) (3) 
and y* denotes the optimal multiplier associated with the local optimal solution x*. 
In the primal-dual method, one defines a dual function q(y) by 
q(y) = min l(x, y), (4) 
x 
where the minimization is understood to be local, and one seeks a local maximum of q(y), since 
y* locally maximizes q(y) and x* locally minimizes l(x,y*) with respect o x. For the purpose 
of maximizing q(y), one may apply steepest ascent iterations or Newton iterations to q(y). Hence, 
this approach results in two levels of optimization: minimization of Lagrangian (3) with respect 
to x on the first level and maximization of the dual function (4) with respect o y on the second 
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level. Although, because of these two levels of optimization, the primal-dual method is somewhat 
complex, it is often employed when solving large-scale separable problems, because minimization 
problem (4) decomposes into N subproblems: 
N 
min l(x, y) = ~ min {f:(¢J) -FyTgj(¢))}. (5) 
x j = I CJ 
Whenfand  g are not necessarily convex, x* may not satisfy the local convexity assumption and 
this primal-dual approach may not yield the optimum solution x*. In order to rectify this situation, 
multiplier methods were independently introduced by Hestenes [2], Powell [3] and Haarhoff-Buys 
[4]. They have considered the following equivalent yet locally convexified problem: 
min f (x)  +~ IIg(x) ll21g(x) = 0 , (6) 
where c is a scalar penalty coefficient and ]1" II denotes the Euclidean norm. For sufficiently large 
values of c, the above problem now satisfies the local convexity assumption and the primal-dual 
approach may be applied. However, cross-product terms in the penalty, II g(x)112, generally destroys 
the separable structure. 
In order to retain the separability, Stephanopoulos and Westerberg [5] proposed to approximate 
the cross-product terms by linear functions. But they did not establish any convergence r sults for 
their method with their approximations taken into account. Then, Watanabe t al.[6] proposed 
replacing the penalty terms by an equivalent yet separable minimum function. However, their 
minimum function introduces additional unknown variables and an additional level of optimiz- 
ation for determining the unknown variables; their method results in three levels of optimization. 
Bertsekas [7] has recently proposed a procedure which convexities the cost function f by adding 
a separable penalty term. Given a solution estimate z in the neighborhood of a local optimal 
solution x*, he has defined an auxiliary problem: 
4~c(z) = min f (x)  + ~ II z - x fl2lg(x ) = 0 , (7) 
where the minimization is again understood to be local. And he has shown that x* minimizes the 
function 4~c(z) with respect to z over N" and proposed to minimize 4~,.. When the value of parameter 
c is sufficiently large, for a given z, problem (7) satisfies the local convexity assumption and, hence, 
it may be solved by the primal~tual method. However, his approach results in three levels of 
optimization altogether: the usual two levels of optimization for the primal-dual method applied 
to the auxiliary problem (7) and minimization of q~c with respect o z on the third level. 
In this paper, we propose a new Lagrangian function for nonconvex primal-dual decomposition 
which results in only two levels of optimization. First, as Fletcher [8] and Mukai and Polak [9] 
did for their methods, let us introduce the following multiplier estimate: 
y(x) = arg min II Vxl(x, y)II, (8) 
y 
where Vxl(x, y) denotes the gradient of l(x, y) with respect o x. Because Vxl(x, y) is linear in y, 
the above minimization problem can be easily solved and an explicit formula for y(x) is available 
[8,9]. Observe that y(x*)=y*  because Vxl(x*,y*)=O. Second, we employ the following 
modification of the Lagrangian: 
C 
l,..b(X, Z) =f(x )  + y(z)Xg(x) + bg(z)XM(z)g(x) +~ II z - x II 2, (9) 
where b and c are nonnegative scalars and M(z) is a positive definite symmetric square matrix. 
We note that, when z = x*, the above function becomes the Lagrangian for problem (7) with 
y = y*. We also note that the third term in expression (9) is linear with respect o g(x) for a fixed 
z so that minimization of the function l,.b(X, Z) with respect o x decomposes into N minimizations 
of smaller dimensions: 
min l~,b(X, z) = Z min {f(~') + [Y(Z) r + bg(z)WM(z)]gi(~i) "+" ~ II 112}, (10) 
where z = ((~ . . . . .  (m). Namely, separability is preserved. 
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In Section 3, we will show that, for appropriate choices of parameters c and b, the original 
optimal solution x* is an isolated minimum point of a function, C~,,b, defined by 
~bc.b(z) = min l,..b(X, z), (! 1) 
X 
where the minimization with respect o x is understood to be local. In fact, we will show that 




> 0 (i.e. positive definite), (13) 0z 2 
provided that c is sufficiently large, that b is close to c, and that M(z) is near 
( g(z)og(z)T  , 
Ox Ox ] "  
Therefore, the overall method results in only two levels of iterative optimization: minimization of 
the Lagrangian lc.h(x, z) with respect o x on the first level and minimization of the new function 
~b~.b(z ) with respect o z on the second level. 
In Section 4, we shall present a simple example to illustrate importance of the separable penalty 
term bg(z)rM(z)g (x). In Section 5, we shall show some global results. In Section 6, we shall show 
that ~b~,b is globally convex whenf is  quadratic and g is affine. In Section 7 some numerical examples 
are given. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider the following problem: 
min { f(x)lg(x) = O, x e S}, (14) 
where f :  R"--. R, g: R"--*R', m <n,  and S is some open set in R". We shall make use of the 
following smoothness hypothesis. 
Assumption 1
The functions f and g are thrice continuously differentiable on S. [] 
We assume the following second-order sufficient conditions for a local minimum solution x * of 
problem (14). 
Assumption 2
There exists a unique Lagrange multiplier y* e R m such that 
Vxl(x*,y*) = Vf (x* )  + ~ y*iVgJ(x*) = 0 (15) 
j=l 
and 
uTa:I(x*,y *) TFO2f(x *) ,jO2gJ(x*)] 
Ox 2 =uk Tk-~x 2 +~ u> u i=,Y ~x  ~ j 0 (16) 
for all nonzero u e R" satisfying [Og(x*)/Ox]u = 0. Here Og(x)/Ox denotes the m x n Jacobian 
matrix consisting of row vectors Vgi(x) r, j = 1,..., m. [] 
A point x in R" is said to be regular if the gradient vectors Vgi(x), i = 1 . . . . .  m, are linearly 
independent. For such an x, there exists a unique minimizer y(x) of 
IIVxl(x,Y)ll 2= V f (x)+j~ yJVgi(x) 2, 
over y e R m and the multiplier estimate y(x) in expression (8) is well defined. Hence, we shall make 
the following assumption. 
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Assumption 3
Every point in S is regular. [] 
The proof for the following proposition is straightforward and can be found in Mukai and 
Polak [9]. 
Proposition 1 
The multiplier estimate on S is given by 
{dg(x)Og(x)V~-lOg(x) 
y(x )=- \  ax ax ) ax Vf(x), (17) 
and its derivative is given by 
8y(x) = (dg(x)Og(x)X~-'Fdg(x)O2l(x,y(x)) t- ~ ejVxl(x,y(x)) To2gj(x)] (18) ~---~ \ ~x ~), ) L ~x ~x 2 j=, ~- ~x2 j' 
where ej denotes the j th column of the m × m identity matrix L Moreover, if f and g are p times 
continuously differentiable, then y(.)  is (p - 1) times continuously differentiable on S. [] 
For convenience in computing derivatives of function ~bc. b, we shall assume the following 
throughout this paper. 
Assumption 4
Scalar parameters c and b are both positive and M(.)  is an m × m positive definite matrix whose 
components are continuously differentiable on S. [] 
In the next proposition, we shall show that the proposed Lagrangian l,.b(X, Z) is locally strictly 
convex with respect o x and, hence, that the minimizer of l,,b(x, z), 
£(z) __4 arg min l,,b(X , 2) ,  (19) 
x 
is locally well defined. Furthermore, we shall establish several additional properties of the above 
function (19). We employ the following notation: 
B(x , r )={u~" lHu  -x l l  <r};  B(x,r)= {u ~l~"l][u -x l f  ~<r}. 
Proposition 2 
Suppose z > 0 is fixed. Then there exist parameters Co > 0, t: > 0 and i > 0 such that (i) 
B(x*, ~)c  B(x* ,P )c  S and (ii) for each c >--Co and b e(0, zc], there exists a continuously 
differentiable mapping ~?: B(x*, ~)~ R" satisfying the following properties: 
(a) ~(x*) = x*; 
(b) ~(B(x*,e)) ~ S(x*,:); 
(c) 7~l~,~(~(z),z)=O, Vz eB(x*,~); 
(d) for any z ~ B(x*, ?), l~.b(X, Z) is strictly convex in x on B(x*, f); 
(e) 2(z) = arg min l,.b(X, Z); 
x~B(x*,:) 
(f) there exists a K > 0, independent of (c, b), such that 
I[~(z)-x*ll<~gllz-x*ll, Vz~n(x*,~). [] 
The proof for this proposition is based on the implicit function theorem [10] and can be found 
in Refs [11, 12]. In the following sections, we may suppress the argument z in ~(z) for brevity. 
3. LOCAL RESULTS 
In this section, we shall show local convexity of the function ck,.b, when parameter c is sufficiently 
large and b is close to c. In fact, we shall prove expressions (12) and (13) by computing 
2 
8(a,,b and ~ ~)c,b 
Oz Oz 2 
explicitly. 
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Oy(z) Og(z) +b ~" " . OM~(z) 
--=Oz -c (2 -z )X  +g(2)V ox t~x i,j=l ~ g'(z)gJ(2) -~x 
is valid, and hence expression (12) holds. 
Proof. It follows from expression (11) and property (e) of Proposition 2 that 
T C t~c.b(z ) = lc.0(2, z) =f(2)  + y(z) g(2) + ~ I12 -- z II 2 + bg(z)V M(z)g(2). 
Differentiating the last equation by z, we obtain 
Odpc,b(z) Of(2) O2(z) . . . .  T Oy(z) g(z) 
= ~-gtz) ~ +y(z) xaOx 02(z) Oz Ox Oz Oz 
(20) 
z)X(O2(z) ) Og(2) a2(z) 
+c(2 -  \ Oz I +bg(z)XM(z) Ox az 
~x ) ~ ~Mo(z) +bg(2)VM(z) T + b g'(z)gJ(~.) , 
i,j= | OX 
where M~(z) denotes the i-jth element of matrix M(z). By rearranging terms we obtain 
OC~c,b(Z ) =[Of(2) Og(2) Og(z ) ] O2(Z )
OZ L OX +y(z )T~ + C(~ --Z) v+bg(z)vM(z) OX ] OZ 
.+ g(~. )'r OYo(--~ if) c(~, -- z ) "r .-b bg(~, )'r M (z )V OgO(--- if) 
i,j= I 
It now follows from property (c) of Proposition 2 that 
Z) Of(2) + y(z) v ~ + c(2 -- z) T + bg(z)XM(z) Og(2) (21) 
0= Ox = Ox Ox" 
Therefore, formula (20) has been shown. Equality (12) immediately follows from 2 = z = x* [see 
property (a) of Proposition 2] and g(x*)= 0. Q.E.D. 
Let T(x*) denote the tangent subspace of the constraints at x*: 
T(x*)= ue Ox u=O, j= l  . . . . .  m . (22) 
Then the projection matrix onto the tangent subspace T(x*) is given by 
P, = I - P2, (23) 
where P2 is the projection matrix onto its orthogonal complement T(x*)± and is given by 
P2 = Og (xo~* )x \( t~g(Xox * ) t~g(X*ox ) ) -, t3gox(X * ) (24) 
When matrix M and parameter b are selected in a special way, considerable simplifications take 
place. Hence, from time to time we shall invoke the following special assumption and point out 
what simplifications take place. 
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Special Assumption 
M(x*)  = \ t3x Ox } and 
Now let us compute the Jacobian matrix &~(z)/tgz explicitly. 
b =c.  [] 
Proposition 4 
The following statements hold: 
Oe(z)TF  l(e,y(z)) 
(a) Oz L Ox2 + cI + bj=l ~ [g(z)r M(z)]tJ~ O 
= cI Oy(z) r Og(~._____)  b ~ M(z) -b  Og(~,) OMu(z) T OgJ(~) 
j=~ ~=1 Ox Ox 
where [ ]o~ denotes the j th component of the vector in [ ]; 
 e(x,)T F0 t(x,,y,) ] O21(x*,y*)Og(x*) T 
(b) Oz J_ ~ + cI = cI + gx2 Ox 
(Og(x*)dg(x*)T) -' Og(x*) 
× \ Ox 7x ) ex 
(c) if the Special Assumption holds, then 
Oz I+ A = I -  p2 +IcAP2= P~ +-cAP2, 
where A denotes 
O21(x*,y *) 
Ox 2 
Proof (a) Differentiating expression (21), we obtain 
It;32f(~. ) O Z gj (8)] O~? (z) ~ O ~ gJ ~z ~ (. 
t~X 2 + /~ 
I 
O x 2 
y l zy  + cI + b z., [g(z)T M(z)] ~) 8x 2 J Oz j= l  j= l  
=cI - ~ ~gqe)r Oj(z)  _ b ~. OgJ(e)T" " " cggi (z ) 
Since simple identities 
3yJ(z) x OgJ(~) _ Oy(z) r Og(~) 
j="'j Ox Ox &x Ox 
Og(e) 
- -  M(z )  ~3x 
- - ,  (25) 
and 
~-~ Ogi(z)T agJ(~) Og(z) T 
Mo(z) z., ij=t Ox &x Ox 
hold, we obtain equality (25) by first taking the transposition. 
0 X * T * g( ) , , ,  , ,Og(x ). 
b ~x mtx)  -~x ' 
m OgJ(~) T & M~j(z )
b ~_, g'(z) 
~j= t Ox Ox 
(26) 
(27) 
(b) Applying Proposition 1 to equality (25) and substituting z = x*, we obtain expression (26). 
(c) This immediately follows from equation (26). Q.E.D. 
Using Proposition 4, we may now evaluate 
02 4~ ,.,,, 
OZ2 • 
Proposition 5 
The following conclusions hold: 
b Og(x*)T "" *" Og(x*)-] O~(X*) 
=CI--c I+A,%- -  0X ~ntX ) ~ J  ~ ; 
O~c,b(x *) 
(a) Oz 2 (28) 
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(b) if the Special Assumption holds, then 
1 O 2~h t. .* { 1 ,~  "~OP,(x*) 
w<,bv~ )=I -  tPl+--A/~21] ~z " (29) 
C OZ 2 C 
Proof. The conclusions follow from differentiation of equation (20) and from Proposition 1. 
We shall employ the standard notation of o(.) and O(.) which map R into 1~*. Recall that 
v(t) = O(t) implies that 
K = lim sup v(t) 
t~0 T 
is finite and that v(t)= o(t) implies that 
K = lira sup v(t) 
t~0 - '~  
is zero. 
When the Special Assumption holds, we can obtain the following simple formula for 
02ck,.~(x *) 
Oz 2 
by combining the results in Propositions 4 and 5. 
Proposition 6 
Suppose that the Special Assumption holds. Then the following equations hold: 
1O2q~"b(x*) I - -  PI+ AP2 I+-A  P t+-P2A ; 
(a) c Oz 2 = c c 
(b) when e > II AII, we obtain 
= , ld2q~,.b(X *) P2+-P IAP I+o . 
C ¢~Z 2 C 
Proof of (a): follows from expressions (27) and (29). 
Proof of (b): when c > II A II, we can apply an expression 




to equation (30) and obtain equation (31), where we have used the properties of projection matrices: 
PiPj = 0 for i # j  and PiPj = P~ for i =j .  Q.E.D. 
Note that Assumption 2 implies that there exists a 2 > 0 such that 
(APtu, P~u) >f 2 II P,u II 2, Vu e R", (32) 
where ( , ) denotes the Euclidean inner product. Then we can easily observe that statements 
(31) and (32) imply positive definiteness of the matrix 02cbc,b(x*)/Oz2 for a sufficiently large 
parameter c > 0. Furthermore, we can show the following theorem for the case where the Special 
Assumption does not necessarily hold. 
Theorem 1 
There exist positive parameters r, E0, c~ and c~ such that if 
Og(x') T {M(x , )  T (~g(x*)~g(x*)V'] - } Og(x*) 
ax - \  T;x ~x ) ~ <.,o, 
then 
Ic-bl<<.¢ I and c >~cl 
O2 cL, (z ) 
c3z--------T~ > 0, i.e. positive definite Vz ~ B (x*, r). 
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Proof. It follows from expression (28) that 
O~(x* ) I O~(x* ) O~(x* )1 ~2¢,.,b(X* ) = I AP2 + P2 - -  
c Oz 2 Oz c ~ ,~z 
0 X(x*)TM(x,)TOg(_~_X* ) C~2(X*) .b -cg  
c Ox cx Oz 
t3g(x*) m {M(x,)-r FOg_(x*)3g(x*)T]-'~ dg(x*)O~(X*) 
~x I_ ~x ~ j j ~x ~z 
On the other hand, from expression (26) we obtain 
d2(x ' )  ( ~ ) - ' [  1 b-cOg(x ' )  m Og(x') 
t3z = I+  A I+-P2A-P2- t  M(x*) T 
c c ~x Ox 
-t ag(x*)~ ~M(x,)m_Fag(x*)ag(x*)~l-' ~ ag(x*)l 
~x ~ L ax ax j j ax 3 
Therefore, 
~z ~ =~ 
+lo( Ib  -c l )+  O(Og(x*)VM(x*)rOg(d.~xx*) 
c \11 ~x 
=e2+o(  Og(x*)TM(x*'fOg(x*)oX " " OX P2 ) 
, 
+- Pl API + 0 (1 b - c [) + - -  . 
c 
¢ 
P2 ~< eo 
By selecting e0 small enough in 
we ensure 
Og(x* )T M(x*)  T Og(x* ) 
Ox Ox 
P2+O(  Og(x*)VM(x*)vag(x*) ) ~ll ox ~x P2 > 0 on T(x*) ± 
since/'2 > 0 on T(x*) ~. By selecting el small enough in Ib - c l ~< el and cj large enough in c/> ct, 
we ensure 
o!'/ 
P, AP, + O(Ib - cl) + - - > 0  on T(x*) 
c 
since PIAPj > 0 on T(x*). Hence the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
Since the function ¢,..b is strictly convex in the neighborhood B (x*, r) of the local minimum x* 
as shown in Theorem 1, we may employ steepest descent iterations or Newton iterations in order 
to minimize ¢,..b: 
Zk + l = Zk -- o~k V¢,..b(Zk) (33) 
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or 
= _ F o oc.  z,g - '  
Zk+l Zk L OZ2 3 V~c'b(Zk)' (34) 
respectively. 
Recall (see Polak [13]) that Newton's method retains its quadratic onvergence even when an 
approximation is used for the Hessian of q~,,b in expression (34) so long as the approximation 
converges to the exact Hessian at the limit. Hence, instead of the exact Hessian 
a~4~ c,~(zk) 
Oz 2 
which is rather complicated when g(zk) and g(~k) are nonzero, the r.h.s, of expression (28) with 
x* replaced by Zk may be used in expression (34); by the same reasoning the Jacobian 
a~(z , )  
Oz 
appearing in expression (28) may be computed via equation (26) with x* replaced by zk instead 
of the exact formula (25). Newton iterations (34) with these approximations still yield the quadratic 
(local) convergence. 
Furthermore when I[g(zk)[I and Hg(_~k)H are very small, as they should be when zk is close to 
x*, it follows from expression (20) that V4),..b(z,) may be approximated by -c (~, -  z,). 
Indeed, our earlier method [12] based on simple substitution, 
Zk + l = Zk, 
may be considered as a special case of the steepest descent method with a fixed step size: 
Zk + , = ~, = Zk -- ( I / c ) [ - -C(~,  -- Zk)] ~ Z, -- (l/c) V~b,..b(Z,). 
The proof of convergence for this method is given in Ref. [12]. 




f (x )  = (~,)2 _ ½(~2)z 
g(x)  = ~'+ ~2 =0,  
where x =[~t,~2]v. Then, by inspection, we obtain the optimal solution x* =[0,0] t and its 
multiplier y*  = 0 because 
0f(x) 
0x - [2~' -~z]  and Og(X)ox 
It follows from expression (17) that 
y(x)  ~l I 2 = _ +~ . 
Hence, the proposed Lagrangian in expression (9) becomes 
lcb(X, 2 )=(~l )21  22 1 q_~2) , ~(~ ) +(-~ +½~)(~' 
where z = [~, ~2]t. We set 
- -  = [1 ,  l ] .  
+b(~'  + U)M (z ) (~ '  + ~)  + ~ {(¢' - ~.)2 + (U-  ~)2}, 
-I 
M(z)= 
\ ax ax 
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Case 1 (b = c) 
It follows from simple computat ion that ~ = arg minx lc.b(x, z) has the explicit form 
1 c+l  
2(c + 2) 
c -2  1 
2(c - I )  
and, hence, cb,..b(z) can be expressed as 
~(~ +~(~ + +o . 
Therefore, its Hessian is given as 
O2~bc,o(z) + 4 2 
= +O . 
dz 2 1 c 
4 2 + 
It is easy to see that the first term has two positive eigenvalues and that the function ~bc,b is strictly 
convex when parameter c is sufficiently large. 
Case 2 (b = O) 
It similarly follows that z" = arg minx l,.b(X, Z) has the explicit form 
c+l  1 
c + 2 2(c + 2) 
~?= z 
1 2c  - 1 
c - 1 2(c - 1) 
and, hence, q~c.b(z) can be expressed as 
-~  ~ + o . 
Therefore, its Hessian is given as 
[ 
and its first term has eigenvalues +½. Hence, the function l,.b is not convex even when parameter 
c is sufficiently large. 
5. GLOBAL RESULTS 
In this section, we shall develop some global results along the manifold {u e I~"[g(u) = 0}. 
Define two subsets F~ and Dr of R" for a > 0 and r > 0, respectively, by 
F,={z•R"l l lg(z) l l  <a} and D,={zeR"t l lz l l  <~r}. 
Recall that z is a fixed positive number satisfying z I> 1. Let p be a fixed number satisfying 
0 < p < 1. We shall show that q~,..h is strictly convex on DprflF~, for some a under certain 
assumptions. 
The following proposition assures that the mapping ~ (z )~ arg minx~or lc.b(X, Z) is well defined 
along the manifold {z • •"[g(z) = 0} in Dp,. 
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Proposition 7 
Let r > 0 be fixed. Then there exist positive constants Co = co(r) and 0t0 = ~0(r) such that the 
following conclusions hold: 
(a) lc,o(',z) has a unique minimizer over D, for each z ~Dp, fqF~ o if c ~>c0 and 
b ~ (0, Tc]; 
(b) the image of Do, f)F~ by :/is included in some bounded set Dr,, with 
l+p  
r '=- - r>0,  i.e. £(Dp, fqF~o) cD,,; 
2 
(c) :~(z) is a unique stationary point of l,,b(',z) on Dr for each z eDorf)F~ o, i.e. 
Vx/c.~[~(z), z] = 0; 
0 where 0 (d) ~ is a continuously differentiable mapping on DJ)F~ o, D,, denotes the 
set of all interior points of set D,,. [] 
The proofs for this and other propositions and a theorem in this section can be found in Ref. [11]. 
As in Section 3, we define a tangent subspace T(z) of the constraints at z by 
T (z ) = {u ~ R"l Og(Z ) u = O} (35) 
Then, the projection matrix P,(z) onto the tangent subspace T(z) at z has the form 
P, (z) = I - P2(z), (36) 
where P2(z) is the projection matrix onto its orthogonal complement T(z)" and is given by 
P~(z) = 0g(z)T F Og(z) Og(z)X] - ' -  ag(z) (37) 
L x j O x 
Then, it immediately follows that 
Pi(z)V = P~(z), Pi(z)2= Pi(z) and Pi(z)P/(z)=O, if i v~j. 
Define a function 2 (z) of z by 
(O2l(z'Y(Z)) ) 
2 (z) = ilullinf= l \ Ox 2 u, u . 
u ~ T(z)  
(38) 
Let r > 0 be fixed throughout this section. For each c >1 co(r) and b e (0, ~c], define a function 
tkc~ on Dp, fl F~0 by 
q~,,b(Z ) = min lc.b(x, z ). (39) 
xED r 
Then we obtain the following expression for 
~2qL~(z) 
c3z 2 
by using matrices P~ (z) and Pz(z). In order to simplify computation and statement of the following 
proposition and theorem, we assume that 
M(z)=pg(z)Og(z)" T' 
L Ox ~x j and b=c.  
Proposition 8 
There exist positive constants c, = c, (r) and ~tt = ctt (r) such that. if c >t c,. 0t ~< ~q and z e D.. fl F=. 
then 
10~(k,..o(z) P2(z)+-P l (z)  P l ( z )+O +O(~)+o (40) 
c Oz 2 c Ox 2 
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6 = sup sup I O2gJ(x) j.p.q x~o, . ~ " (41) 
Let us define a constant 2 (r, ct) by [] 
2(r, 0t)= inf 2(z). 
g 6 Dpr A F x 
Now, we are ready to show that the function ~b,,b is convex along the manifold {x e ~nlg(x) = 0} 
in Dr when certain conditions are met. 
Theorem 2 
Let 6 = 5(r) be the constant defined by expression (41). Then there exist positive constants 
Cl = cl(r), c~ =c~ = c~(r), /~ =/~t(r, 5), ~ = ~(r) and cq = ~l(r) (satisfying cl <c~) such that, if 
2(r, cq) ~># and cl ~<c 4c ; ,  then 
(Oz~ z) u,u)>~ Ilull2, VueR", 
for any z e Do, fqF~. Hence, (a,..b is strictly convex on Dp, fqF~. [] 
When g is, in particular, an atfine function, the above assumptions can be relaxed as follows. 
Corollary 
If g is an affine function, i.e. 
g(x) = Lx + d, (42) 
where L is a linear mapping and d is a vector, then the conclusion of the above theorem holds 
without the requirement on the constant p = #(r, fi). Namely, the requirement that 2(r, a, ) ~>/~ is
not necessary in Theorem 4.2. [] 
The following proposition shows that, if f satisfies some global conditions, then the local 
minimization in the definition of 
~(z) & arg min l,..b(x, z) 
x~D r 
can be replaced by the global minimization of l,.b(', Z), i.e. 
i(z) ---4 arg rain l,.b(X, Z). (43) 
xE R n 
Proposition 7' 
Assume that function f satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) there exist constants v~ and K,(>0) such that 
f (x )  >i v, IIx I12, Vx satisfying IIx II >/Kl; 
(ii) there exist constants v2 and K2 (>0) such that 
t~2f(x) ~> v2L Vx satisfying Ilx II >/g2, 
t~x 2 
i.e. O2 f (x )  ~x 2 v2I is nonnegative definite for such an x. 
Then, for any fixed r > 0, there exist positive constants Co = Co(r) and ~ = ~t0(r) such that the 
following conclusions hold: 
(a) l,.b(', Z) has a unique minimizer £(z) over R n for each z e D, NF~o if c/> Co and 
b e (0, ze]; 
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(b) the image of D, fq F~0 by ~ is included in some bounded set Dr, with r'  > 0, i.e. 
~(DrtqF~ o)~ Dr.; 
(C) i (z)  is a unique stationary point of l,.b(', z) over R" for each z 6Drf)F~o, i.e. 
Vd,,b(~(z), z) = 0; 
(d) :~ is a continuously differentiable mapping on D°N F~ 0, where D o denotes the set 
of all interior points of the set Dr. [] 
It is easy to observe that Lemma 1, Proposition 8 and Theorem 2 also hold when the local 
minimization in the definition of :?(z) is replaced by the global minimization, iff satisfies conditions 
(i) and (ii) of Proposition 7'. 
6. AFF INE  CONSTRAINTS 
In this section, we shall show global results by explicit computation for the case when g is an 
affine function. 
Throughout his section, we assume that g: Rn~ ~m has the form 
g(x) = Lx + d, (44) 
where L is a linear mapping (an m x n matrix) and d is an m-vector. Then, it immediately follows 
that, for each x e R", 
dg(x) 
c3x L (45) 
and 
t~2gJ(x) 
c3x2 -0 ,  j= l  . . . . .  m, (46) 
and hence 
821(x,y) d2f(x) 
c3x~ - c3x~, Vy ~ R n. (47) 
For simplicity, we assume that M(z)= (LLT)- '  ~ M for each z and b = c throughout his 
section. In Proposition 7", we shall show that there exists a positive constant Co such that 
:?(z) ~ arg min~R~ lc,b(x, z) is well defined for any z ~ R n, c >/Co, b e (0, zc], i f f  satisfies conditions 
(i) and (ii) of Proposition 7'. Positive definite quadratic functions are typical examples atisfying 
those conditions. 
Proposition 7" 
Assume that g is an affine function and that f satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 7'. 
Then there exists a positive constant Co such that the following conclusions hold: 
(a) for each z e R", l,.b(', z) has a unique minimizer 2(z) if c >1 co and b e (0, c]; 
(b) for each r > 0, there exists r'  > 0 such that 2(Dr) ~ Dr,; 
(c) ~(z) is a unique stationary point of/,.b(', Z) for each z e R", i.e. Vxl,.b(2(z), z) = 0; 
(d) :~ is a continuously differentiable mapping. 
Proof. The conclusions easily follow from the facts 
t~2l,.b(X, 2) _ O2f(x) 
+ eL Vx ~ R" 
t~X 2 t~X 2 
and 
lc,b(x, z) >t ~ II x II 2, 
for some constants ¢ > 0 and K > 0. 
C.A.M.W.A. 13/&.--B 
Vx satisfying tlx II ~ K 
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It is easy to see that equations in Propositions l, 3, 4 and 5 are now simplified as follows. Since 
Pj(z) does not depend on z, we denote it simply by Pj. 
Proposition 1" 
The multiplier estimate is given by 
and its derivative is given by 
hence 
y(x) = (LL T) -' LV f (x) ,  (48) 
3y(x) = _ (LL T)_, L c32f(x) (49) 
~x Ox 2 ' 
Proposition Y 
-- ~ 02 f(x----~) (50) L T~3y(X) LT(LLT) - IL  =-P2 OxZ 
Ox 
The gradients of 4~c,b at z and at x* are respectively given by: 
(a) O~z(Z) = - c (2  - z )  ~ .~_g(~)T~ .~._og(~,)T ML;  (50 
(b) 3~c'b(x*) =0. [] 
Oz 
Proposition 4' 
The following equations hold: 
Oz + cI = cI 
I + - - -  
Oy(z) T 
- -  L -- cL T ML ; 
3x 
1 O2f(~)'~ O2(z) 1 02f(z) 
) ~ = P' + -c ez --Ox 2 (52) C 
[] 
Proposition 5" 
The following statements for the Hessian of ~bc, b hold: 
02~flc,b(Z._... ) Off,(Z) OY(z)T L de(z) O2(z) 




c Oz  2 = I - P I  - -  
O~f (z )  , 
(b) if c > 
1 c32 ~bc,b (Z) 
C (~Z 2 
O2(z) 1 o~f(z) O2(z) 02yJ(z) 
Oz c Ox 2 P2 ~ + 2. 
s .  




- -  = I - Pj I+  c~x 2 /I PI +-  P2 c c ax 2 J 
02yJ(z) 
~X 2 ' 
i a~f(z) ( l o:f(e)~-' {e I _ eV(z)~ I ~ j,., a~yJ(z) 
c P _z+c ) t, )+L_-g, g zJ 
! O2f(,) 1 O2yJ(z). (~)  
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Where f i s  a quadratic function and g is an afline function, the next lemma immediately follows 
from Proposition 1'. 
Lemma ! 
Assume that f is a quadratic function and g is an affine function. Then it follows that 
a~y~(x) 
Ox 2 =0,  VXER", j= l  . . . .  ,m. [] 
Then the following theorem follows from Proposition 5'. 
Theorem 3 
Assume that f is a quadratic function and g is an affine function. Since O2f(x)/Ox 2does not 
depend on x, it is denoted by O2f/Ox 2. I f  a constant 2 defined by 
\cx-f Ozf ) 2 ~ inf 1~-su, u (55) 
Ilult = I 
P2u=O 
is positive, then there exists a positive constant Co such that the function qbc, b is strictly convex on 
R" for any c t> co. 
Proof. It immediately follows from Proposition 5' and Lemma l that 
c Oz = = P: +-c P '~ & +°  . 
Hence, 
) I{!} (!)] - -u ,u  >~llP2ull2+-IlP, ull2+o Ilull2>~ min 1, +o  Ilull 2. Q.E.D. 
c 
7. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
In order to test the proposed technique on computer, we have applied it to simple problems and 
the results are reported in this section. Newton's method (34) is employed in minimizing ~bc~(z), 
but the exact Hessian is approximated by the r.h.s, of expression (28) with x* replaced by Zk as 
suggested in Section 3. In all cases, b and M(z) are selected so that b = c and 
M (z) = Fag__(z) ag(z)Tl-' 
L az az j 
Example 1 
The following separable problem is obtained by modifying the one in Rosen and Suzuki [14]: 
minimize f (x)  = - (x  I )2 _ (x2)2 _ 2(x3)2 _ 2 (x4)2 + 5x' + 5x 2 + 21x 3 - 7x 4 
subject to g '  (x) = - (x  1 )5 _ (x2)2 _ (x3)2 _ (x4)2 _ x '  + x 2 - x 3 + x 4 + 8 = 0 
g2(x) = - 2(x ' )  2 - (x2) 2 - (x3)  2 - 2x' + x 2 + x 4 + 5 = 0. 
Table 1 shows the number, k, of iterations needed to satisfy both IlZk--Zk-,l[ < 10-3  and 
II Vq~ (zk)112 ~ 2 x 10 -4 starting from z0 = ( -  1, 0.5, -2 ,  3) for different values of parameter c. It also 
shows the final values off(zk), g'(zk), g2(Zk) and Zk. 
In our earlier paper [12] we described a method which may be considered as a gradient method 
applied to the same Lagrangian function. For the same example, starting from the same point, we 
measured the number of iterations required to satisfy the same stopping criterion. The results are 
Table I. Example I 
c Iterations (k) f(z k) gi(zt) g2(zk) z~ z~ zk s z~ 
20 5 -100.586 0.7 x 10 5 0.6 x 10 -s -0 .870  0.134 -2 .779 2.380 
50 8 --100.585 1.4 × I0 s 1.5 x I0 -s --0.870 0.134 --2.779 2.380 
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Table 2. Comparison of the two methods 
Number of iterations 
c Gradient method [12] Newton method 
20 13 5 
50 37 8 
Table 3. Example 2
c iterations (k) f(zk) gl(zk) g2(z~) z~ ,k'2 z~ 
10 5 950.703 -1.5 x 10 5 6.1 x 10 --5 3.590 -1.481 4.574 
100 6 950.704 -3.1 x 10 5 1.5 × 10 4 3.589 1.481 4.574 
500 7 950.704 -1.5x 10 s <10 6 3.589 -1.481 4.574 
summarized in Table 2. We may observe that, as expected, we need much fewer iterations with 
Newton 's  method. 
Example 2 
The fol lowing nonseparable problem is similar to the second example in [12]: 
minimize f (x )  = 1000 - (x l )  2 - 2(x2) 2 - (x3) 2 - x lx  2 - x lx  3 
subject to g~(x) = (x l )  2 + (x2) 2 + (x3) 2 - 36 = 0 
g2(x) = 8x I + 14x 2 + 7x 3 - 40 = 0. 
Table 3 shows the number,  k, o f  i terations needed to satisfy both [[Zk--Zk_~ll < 10-3 and 
IIV~(zk)ll2 ~< 2 x 10 _3 start ing from z0 = (4 , -2 ,  5) for different values of  parameter  c. At  z0, 
f(zo) = 939, g l(z o) = 9 and g2 (z0) = - 1. The table also shows the final values off(zk), gJ(zk)g Z (Zk) 
and zk. 
8. CONCLUSION 
In this paper,  we propose a new Lagrangian function which preserves eparabi l i ty without 
compl icat ing the resulting algor i thms too much. In selecting an appropr iate  value for parameters 
c and b some exper imentat ion is recommended.  
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